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Site Summary 

 The ATLAS Great Lakes Tier-2 (AGLT2) is a large 

distributed LHC Tier-2 for ATLAS that spans two locations: 

UM/Ann Arbor and MSU/East Lansing with roughly 50%  of 

the storage and compute at each site 

 4200 single-core job slots 

 10 eight-core (multi-core) job slots 

 350 Tier-3 job slots (useable by Tier-2) 

 Average 8.5 HS06/job-slot 

 2.2 Petabytes of storage 

 We run most of our Tier-2 services virtualized in VMware 

 We have excellent networking in place (10 GE ring to 

Chicaco for WAN; multi-10GE servers in LAN) with a total of 

~2000 1G ports, ~300 10G ports and 4 40G ports. 

 Power, space and cooling OK but at about steady-state now 
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Summarizing Job State from PANDA 
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AGLT2 site admins 

wanted a quick view 

of nodes failing jobs 

 

This PHP program 

gathers panda data 

and caches it every 

hour so we can get 

an overview quickly 

 
http://www.aglt2.org/csum.php 

 

Initially the data was gathered from parsing the panda web page, it worked but isn’t ideal.   

 

Thanks to Valeri Fine of BNL and his work on a new Panda monitor we now have a JSON 

interface to Panda to use for our data retrieval.  This turns out to be faster than the usual 

Panda page and is a more logical/efficient way to be able to easily implement alternative 

monitor interfaces. 

Example URL:  http://pandamon-eu.atlascloud.org/wnlist?hostonly=yes&site=AGLT2&jobtype=production&days=1 

http://pandamon-eu.atlascloud.org/wnlist?hostonly=yes&site=AGLT2&jobtype=production&days=1
http://pandamon-eu.atlascloud.org/wnlist?hostonly=yes&site=AGLT2&jobtype=production&days=1
http://pandamon-eu.atlascloud.org/wnlist?hostonly=yes&site=AGLT2&jobtype=production&days=1


Update on Use of Virtualization 

 We upgraded to vSphere 5.1 in September 

 Lots of new/useful features we may leverage 

 Increased our iSCSI storage in September 

 Added MD1200 shelf to MD3600i; 6x900G 10K, 6x600G 15K disks 

 We are still working on “site resiliency”.  VMware base-

systems and backend storage are installed at MSU 

 Testing/optimizing storage configuration 

 Exploring VMware capabilities like vSphere Replication 

 Working on overall site configuration and options (how best to both 

leverage relevant features &integrate with the instance at UM?) 

 Goal is to have MSU capable of bringing up VMs within 1 

day after the loss of the UM site  

 Services need specific planning and testing 

 End of the year target for demonstrating this capability 
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New Storage Hardware 

 For our current refresh of our storage we needed to add at 

least 1 PB of useable space. 

 Dell had a “new” dense-storage option based upon 4U 

shelves with 60 disks.  Two variants:  MD3260 with RAID 

ctrl and without  MD3060e (expansion shelf) 

 The 11th Gen servers we normally use (R710) were no 

longer available and we need more I/O capability, so the 

R720 was a good match. 

 We were concerned with having such a large amount of 

storage behind a single head-node.  Worry about IOPS and 

bandwidth / TB compared to our current R710+6xMD1200 

configuration. 

 UM and MSU ended up with different variations 
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New Storage at UM 
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R720, dual E5-2620, 2.0 

GHz, 256G 1333 MHz RAM 

PCIe Gen3 (6x8,1x16) bus 

4 SAS HBAs 

MD3x60 shelves hold 

60x3TB NLSAS 7.2K 

disks.  RAID 

controllers support 

“Dynamic Disk Pools” 

(x10 faster rebuilds) 

We estimate 168TB/ shelf  

(84TB/pool) usable for a 

total of 672 TB 

LAG 2x40G 



New Storage at MSU 
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2xR720, dual E5-2620, 2.0 

GHz, 128G 1333 MHz RAM 

PCIe Gen3 (6x8,1x16) bus 

4 SAS HBAs 

MD3x60 shelves hold 

60x3TB NLSAS 7.2K disks.  

RAID controllers support 

“Dynamic Disk Pools” (x10 

faster rebuilds) 

We estimate 168TB/ shelf  

(84TB/pool) usable for a 

total of 672 TB 

MSU doesn’t  have 40G 

networking.  Primary 

design change: 2 head-

nodes and all MD3260s. 



New Storage Summary 

 We are very interested to test “Dynamic Disk  Pools”.  They 

provide RAID-6 equivalent protection and x10 faster rebuilds 

 Total I/O capability testing will start once  we receive the 

hardware (this week?).  Need to verify Dell’s numbers:  ~3.2 

GB/sec writes, ~5.1 GB/sec reads. 

 Networking configuration is  close to  matching unit 

capabilities.  The  bandwidth/TB is close to what we have now 

 Timescale matches SuperComputing 2012,  so our real stress 

testing will be as part of two demos for SC12 
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SuperComputing 2012 

 Our Tier-2 is planning to participate in two demos at SC12: 

 Working with Caltech and Victoria on using 100G for LHC 

data transfers 

 Working with BNL on demonstrating RoCE technologies for 

high-performance data movement at 40G (or maybe 

2x40G) 

 We may additionally try to demonstrate some of the DYNES 

capabilities (See Ben Meekhof’s talk on DYNES at this 

conference tomorrow for some DYNES  details) 
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AGLT2 Planned Networking for SC12 
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-300 km- 

This setup should allow us to 

test the WAN capabilities of  

our new  storage node as well 

as get some experience with 

100G links 



perfSONAR-PS at AGLT2 

 We have also been working closely with the perfSONAR-PS 

toolkit and associated modular dashboard at BNL 

 Work areas: 

 Deployment of the dashboard WLCG-wide 

 Hardening the toolkit to reduce maintenance/hands-on  effort 

 Creating a new modular dashboard for visualizing metrics 

 Testing and  deploying the  “mesh configuration” 

 Current dashboard is visible at: 

http://perfsonar.racf.bnl.gov:8080/exda/ 

 Some information about mesh config follows 
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perfSONAR-PS Mesh  Configuration 

 Since USATLAS  deployed perfSONAR-PS at its Tier-2 

centers starting in 2007 we have found it a challenge to 

maintain an up-to-date, consistent testing configuration 

 As sites change DNS names or are added or deleted, all 

other sites participating in “mesh testing” need to update 

 Aaron Brown/Internet2 developed a mesh configuration 

option for the  perfSONAR-PS toolkit 

 Sites install an agent via RPM and configure to refer to a mesh URL 

 The mesh URL  contains the sites, tests and  scheduled tests for the 

specific “mesh” (LHCOPN, LHCONE, USATLAS, etc) 

 If the configuration file (JSON format) stored at the  URL changes, 

site agents rebuild the local site’s mesh tests 

 The dashboard  can also  refer to the mesh config to build matrices 
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Testing at AGLT2 

 The AGLT2_UM perfSONAR-PS instances started testing 

the  mesh “beta” configuration last week.   

 Both the latency (psum01.aglt2.org) and bandwidth 

(psum02.aglt2.org) instances subscribe to the  mesh configuration at 

http://www.usatlas.bnl.gov/twiki/bin/view/Projects/rsrc/Projects/PerfS

ONAR_PS_Mesh/usatlas.json 

 Details at 

http://www.usatlas.bnl.gov/twiki/bin/view/Projects/PerfSONA

R_PS_Mesh  

 Summary: after quick  fixes by Aaron we are in good shape.  

Plan to convert USATLAS to using the mesh very soon 

 Further tips and tuning about perfSONAR-PS at 

http://www.usatlas.bnl.gov/twiki/bin/view/Projects/LHCperfS

ONAR  
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Summary 

 Our Tier-2 has been running well  and making progress on 

our  “Site Resiliency” plans 

 Didn’t mention our work in FAX (Federated ATLAS Xrootd) 

but we are a primary testing site for dCache-FAX integration 

 We are exploring new dense storage options from Dell that 

should  provide  is with a significant amount of storage with 

very good performance. We need to determine how best to 

configure/optimize these new systems (Dynamic Disk Pools) 

 We plan to participate in SuperComputing 2012 and take 

part in some high-performance data movement  on the WAN 

demonstrations. 

 perfSONAR use for LHC is ramping up.  Some new 

capabilities should make it  easier to deploy and manage.  
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Questions / Comments? 
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ADDITIONAL SLIDES 
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Virtualization Considerations  
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 Before deploying any VM technology you should plan out 

the underlying hardware layer to ensure a robust basis for 

whatever gets installed 

 Multiple VM “servers” (to run VM images) are important 

for redundancy and load balancing 

 Multiple, shared back-end storage is important to provide 

VM storage options to support advanced features 

 iSCSI or clustered filesystems recommended 

 Scale hardware to planned deployment  

 Sufficient CPU/memory to allow failover (N-1 svrs) 

 Sufficient storage for range of services (IOPS+space) 

 Sufficient physical network interfaces for # of VMs 

 Design for no-single point-of-failure to the extent possible 



iSCSI for “backend” Live Storage Migration 
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 This set of equipment + VMware 

allows us to distribute the I/O 

load as needed to provide the           

     level of service the VMs need 

 

 

     

Interim purchase as MSU will only allow MSU nodes to replicate VM images 

from UM site.   This is OK for our primary goal as long as we maintain a 

timely replica  

 We can also move VMs “live” 

between storage for 

maintenance or repair reasons 

 

     



Storage Connectivity   

 Increase robustness for storage by providing resiliency at 

various levels:  

 Network: Bonding (e.g. 802.3ad) 

 Raid/SCSI redundant cabling, multipathing 

 iSCSI (with redundant connections) 

 Disk choices: SATA, SAS, SSD ? 

 Single-Host resiliency: redundant power, mirrored memory, 

RAID OS disks, multipath controllers 

 Clustered/failover storage servers 

 Multiple copies, multiple write locations 
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Redundant Cabling Using Dell 
MD1200s 

 Firmware for Dell RAID controllers allows 

redundant cabling of MD1200s 

 MD1200 can have two EMMs, each capable of 

accessing all disks 

 An H800 has two SAS channels 

 Can now cable each channel to an EMM on a 

shelf.  Connection shows one logical link (similar 

to “bond” in networking): Performance and 

Reliability 
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Storage Example: Inexpensive, 
Robust and Powerful 
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Dell has special LHC pricing available.  US ATLAS Tier-2s have 

found the following configuration both powerful and inexpensive 

Individual storage nodes have exceeded 750MB/sec on the WAN 


